ABSTRACT With the continuous development of deep learning, its drawbacks are also beginning to appear. As an alternative to deep learning, broad learning is emerging. However, the level of broad learning model is shallow, so feature learning is not sufficient. In order to solve two problems of small samples whose dimensions are not very high in network model training, it cannot be adequately trained in the deep learning model and the features of input data cannot be fully learned in the broad learning model. This paper attempts to add a hidden layer on the enhancement nodes of the broad learning model and do shallow learning for the enhanced features to learn the hierarchical features again. This improved broad learning model also provides a new idea for solving the problem of small samples. From the perspective of regression and classification, this paper proves that for small samples whose dimensions are not very high, the effect of the improved broad learning model is better than that of the original broad learning model and also proves that the improved broad learning model has a good ability of application. This shows that the broad learning model based on enhanced features learning has the necessity and feasibility of further research.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep learning obtains highly abstract features by combining computational modules of multiple processing layers [1] , which greatly enhances the ability to learn features and obtains efficient representation of input data [2] . Due to its powerful self-computing ability, deep learning today has varying degrees of application in many areas, especially in big data. For example, a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) is used as a generic feature extractor, and the extracted features are combined with more traditional hand-crafted features to create a generic computer vision system [3] . The video hash is generated by combining visual-appearance and visual-attention features via a deep belief network (DBN) to obtain the representative video features [4] . The recurrent neural network (RNN) is used to optimize speech activity detection (SAD) [5] . There is no doubt that deep learning has
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Tallha Akram. an excellent performance in dealing with massive samples and feature learning, but with the continuous development of deep learning, its shortcomings are gradually emerging: (1) The parameters of deep learning are numerous and the structure is complex, so it takes up a lot of resources; (2) Repeatedly adjusting the parameters makes the training slow and inefficient; (3) Due to the complex structure of the deep learning model, a large number of samples must be learned to train the model [6] . And the training is difficult to carry out when the number of samples is insufficient.
In order to overcome the problems of deep learning, Professor Chen Junlong of the University of Macau in 2017 based on RVFLNN (Random Vector Functional-Link Neural Network) [7] - [9] proposed a single-layer incremental neural network -broad learning model [10] . The broad learning model is established in the form of a 2-layer network. The input data are transformed into ''mapped features'' by random weights, and the ''mapped features'' are transformed into ''enhanced features'' by random weights. The mapped features and the enhanced features are taken as the extended input data, and the connection weights are approximated by ridge regression of the pseudoinverse. We can see that the advantages of broad learning model are as follows: (1) The structure of broad learning model is simple; (2) Because the parameters to be trained by broad learning model only have the connection weights between the extended input data and the output value, the problem that deep neural network needs to train a large number of parameters is overcomed; (3) Broad learning model uses ridge regression of the pseudoinverse to approximate the connection weights, which can avoid multiple iterations in the deep neural network, and also avoid the disappearance and explosion of gradient in the deep neural network; (4) When the new data are inputted into broad learning model, the model can be modified in an incremental manner without retraining the entire model like other algorithm models; (5) Because of the simple structure of the broad learning model, there are only few parameters to be trained, broad learning model can also work when there are only a small number of labeled samples; (6) At the same time, the broad learning model is particularly suitable for the training of multidimensional or even high-dimensional data due to the '' broad '' characteristic of broad learning model.
However, because of the shallow level of the broad learning model, all features are applied to the output layer after they have been learned only once, so the features extracted from the broad learning model are a kind of shallow features. When the amount of data is relatively large, the shallow features extracted from the broad learning model are sufficient to express the input data; However, when the amount of data is small and the dimensions of data are not high, the shallow feature learning of broad learning model can not fully learn the features of input data, and the extracted features may contain redundant information. This will affect the accuracy of the output to some extent. At the same time, small samples are not suitable for the training of deep learning model.
In 2012, Bengio et al. believed that the deep architectures have two advantages [11] : (1) Deep architecture promotes reuse of features; (2) Deep architectures may extract more abstract features at higher layers of representation. Lin et al. pointed out in 2017 that deep neural networks may be more effective than shallow neural networks when the statistical process of generating data is a common hierarchical form in physics and machine learning [12] . In 2014, Montufar et al. calculated the flexibility of the model by calculating the number of linear regions of the function of the given model. It is proved that in the network model, the multilayer network is more flexible than the shallow model and can better approximate complex functions [13] . And in one paper of Pascanu et al. , it was also demonstrated that shallow models cannot concentrate linear response regions in any low dimensional subspace of input [14] . This shows that in the network structure, the multi-layer structure can make the model have better performance. Therefore, in order to solve the two problems of the small samples whose dimensions are not very high in network model training, namely: (1) Small samples cannot be applied to deep learning models; (2) After the shallow feature learning in the broad learning model, the features of the small samples whose dimensions are not very high cannot be fully extracted. This paper attempts to do another shallow feature learning for the shallow features extracted from the broad learning model to enhance the ability of the hierarchical feature learning [15] of the model. This paper will examine the effect of the broad learning model based on enhanced features learning through the examples of predicting the inflow and outflow of funds in Yu Ebao [16] and classifying the quality of wine. In both experiments, the amount of data is small and the dimensions of the data are not very high.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces original broad learning model; Section 3 introduces an improved model of broad learning; Section 4 describes the application of the improved model, in which 4.1 introduces the application of regression and 4.2 introduces the application of classification; Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. ORIGINAL BROAD LEARNING MODEL A. BASIC MODEL OF ORIGINAL BROAD LEARNING MODEL
The network structure of original broad learning model is shown in Fig. 1 .
The mapped features are obtained by transforming the input data X :
where
are randomly generated.Z i represents the ith group of mapped features. By the transformation of the input data X for n times, n groups of mapped features can be obtained. The n groups of mapped features are merged together in the row direction, denoted as Z n :
Similarly, the jth group of enhanced features are obtained by transforming all the mapped features:
where W 
Z n and H m are merged in the row direction to obtain the extended input matrix, which is the A in Fig. 1 :
VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 1. Network structure diagram of original broad learning model.
So the output of the broad learning model can be represented as:
where W is connection weights between the extended input data A and the output value Y of broad learning model, and can be approximated by the ridge regression [17] :
A + is the pseudoinverse of the ridge regression, which is calculated by (8)
where K is called the ridge parameter.
B. INCREMENTAL LEARNING FOR BROAD EXPANSION
After running the broad learning model, the result may not be ideal, so in this case, we can consider increasing the number of feature nodes. The broad learning model has three incremental forms: Increment of enhancement nodes, Increment of the mapping nodes and Increment of input data.
1) INCREMENT OF ENHANCEMENT NODES
Assume that the enhancement nodes of the a groups are added, the added enhancement nodes are:
k are randomly generated.
The a groups of enhanced features are merged together in the row direction, denoted as H a :
According to the dynamic update algorithm of the Functional-Link Neural Network [10] , the pseudoinverse of A m+a is:
Here, D and B T are as shown in (12) and (13), respectively:
where C is calculated as:
The new weights W are updated to:
2) INCREMENT OF MAPPING NODES
Assume that the mapping nodes of the b groups are added, the added mapping nodes are:
t are randomly generated.
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The b groups of mapped features are merged together in the row direction, denoted as Z b :
When the mapping nodes are increased, the corresponding enhancement nodes are also increased:
c and b
c are randomly generated. The added enhanced features are merged together in the row direction, denoted as H r :
Z b and H r are merged in the row direction to obtain the added feature nodes, which are described as:
According to the dynamic update algorithm of the Functional-Link Neural Network [10] , the pseudoinverse of A m+br is:
Here, D and B T are as shown in (22) and (23), respectively:
If the newly added sample is (X a , Y a ), then the corresponding mapping nodes are:
are randomly generated in the basic model. The added mapped features are merged together in the row direction, denoted as Z x :
The corresponding additional enhancement nodes are:
are randomly generated in the basic model.
The added enhanced features are merged together in the row direction, denoted as H x :
Z x and H x are merged in the row direction to obtain the added feature nodes, which are described as:
, then the extended input matrix is:
According to the dynamic update algorithm of the Functional-Link Neural Network [10] , the pseudoinverse of A mx is:
Here, D T and B are as shown in (33) and (34), respectively:
III. IMPROVED MODEL OF BROAD LEARNING
As mentioned in the introduction, in order to solve the problem that it is difficult for small samples whose dimensions are not very high to extract features with strong expressive ability in the shallow structure of broad learning model, this paper attempts to further study the shallow features extracted from the broad learning model. However, once the number of layers increases, the cost of the model will increase. So in order to balance cost and performance, this paper only adds a layer in the broad learning model. In this case, the mapped features are not suitable for learning again. The reasons are as follows:
(1) If we learn both the mapped features and the enhanced features again, the improved model is shown in Fig. 2 .
We can see from Fig. 2 , the enhanced features are obtained by learning the mapped features, and the ''Learned Mapped Feature'' are also obtained by learning the mapped features, so their status and essence are the same, and the levels are not increased, which does not achieve the purpose of enhancing the ability of the hierarchical feature learning of the broad learning model and strengthening the flexibility of the model;
(2) After the input data are learned by the broad learning model, the dimension of the extended input matrix A obtained is very high. Learning all the extended inputs again, the complexity of the model will increase a lot.
Based on the above two reasons, this paper attempts to add a hidden layer on the enhancement nodes and learn the enhanced features again to improve the expressive ability of features. The improved broad learning model designed in this paper is shown in Fig. 3 .
The ''Learned enhanced feature'' in Fig. 3 are obtained by transforming all the enhanced features:
We can refer to the theory of Professor Huang Guangbin in extreme learning machines [18] - [20] . In the real brain learning mechanism, the actual activation function of biological brain neurons is unknown, and the biological neurons themselves do not need to be adjusted during learning. At the same time, in order to avoid a large amount of training time for correcting weights and thresholds, so W
d in (37) are randomly generated. After the number p of windows is set in the hidden layer, enhanced features that are uniquely determined after learning can be generated.
If the enhanced features are transformed only once, the learned enhanced features are not sufficient to express all the characteristics of the enhanced features, and thus the task of the model cannot be completed well. By transforming the enhanced features multiple times, the enhanced features can be extracted in multiple aspects, and the generalization ability of the model can be improved.
After the enhanced features are transformed for p times by ψ H m W
d , we can get p groups of the learned enhanced features. The p groups of the learned enhanced features are merged together in the row direction, denoted as H p :
Z n are represented as n groups of mapped features. Z n and H p are merged in the row direction to obtain the extended input matrix A, which is described as:
So the output of the improved broad learning model can be represented as:
The expression of W can be found in (7) and (8) .
The learning process of the broad learning model based on enhanced feature learning is described in Algorithm 1.
Like the original broad learning model, the improved broad learning model also has three incremental forms, respectively: Increment of enhancement nodes, Increment of the mapping nodes and Increment of input data. See II(B) for details.
The features extracted from the original broad learning model are actually the fusion of randomly extracted features and shallow hierarchical features. As shown in Fig. 3 , the features extracted from the improved model are actually the fusion of randomly extracted features and deeper hierarchical features. The deeper hierarchical features are more conducive to discovering the essential attributes hidden in the data. Therefore, adding a hidden layer on the enhancement nodes will enable the model to better understand the data, so the model can extract more abstract and more expressive features. Of course if the additional cost is not considered when adding hidden layers, it is not necessary to add only one layer. As long as the model can satisfy the training of small samples, it is also possible to add a small number of layers. Moreover, when the number of groups of enhancement nodes is large, it will increase a large number of dimensions, which 
Randomly generated W i and b i 9:
Calculate
: end function will inevitably bring some redundant features, even ''dimensionality disaster'', and also consume a lot of resources of the computer. Therefore, when the hidden layer is added on the enhancement nodes, if the dimension of the weights between the enhancement nodes and the hidden layer is smaller than the dimension of the enhancement nodes, the redundancy of the part of the enhanced features can be eliminated and the dimension of the features can be reduced at the same time.
In other words, the following purpose can be achieved by adding a small number of hidden layers on the enhancement nodes and doing shallow feature extraction for the enhanced features: (1) Extracting features that are more in line with the nature of the data and enhancing the ability to express features; (2) Eliminating redundant information on portions of the enhanced features; (3) Reducing the dimensions of features. [21] , [22] . Because deleting missing values will reduce samples, lose information and affect experimental results, the paper attempts to use the mean method to deal with the missing values, that is, to replace missing values with the average of the data of the previous two days. 2) In order to predict the inflow and outflow of funds, it needs not only the continuous features, but also the discrete features, that is, the time features. However, the difference of the time features of different samples is only in category, and has nothing to do with size, but the default input data of the algorithm model are continuous and ordered. Even if discrete features are converted to numbers, the training effect of the model may be affected by the difference in value of features. So this paper uses one-hot encoding [23] to solve this problem.
IV. APPLICATION OF IMPROVED MODEL

2) EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
The purpose of this experiment is to predict daily purchase value and redemption value. In order to evaluate the effect of prediction, it is necessary to compare the predicted value with the actual value. In the regression algorithm, root-meansquare error is a common criterion for measuring error. The equation of the root-mean-square error is:
where Y i and Y re i are actual value and predicted value, respectively.
But in the experiment of this paper, the amount of purchase and redemption is very large, and the order of magnitude is about 10 million, so a small difference may lead to a big root-mean-square error, which is not conducive to subsequent analysis. Therefore, the equation of root-mean-square error is slightly adjusted in this paper. The equation of the adjusted root-mean-square error is shown in (42).
Because there are two predicted values in this experiment, in order to measure the effect of each model, the overall error is defined as:
RMSE 1 and RMSE 2 represent the root-mean-square error of the purchase value and redemption value, respectively. Let the ratio of the dimension of the weights between the enhancement nodes and the hidden layer in the improved model to the dimension of the enhancement nodes be P:1. Fig. 4 shows the root-mean-square errors of the models using different ridge parameters (0.001 to 0.01), where P = 0.5. And the overall root-mean-square errors of the original models and the improved models are shown in Table 1 . At the same time, the root-mean-square errors of the improved model after changing P are recorded in Table 2 , where K = 0.005.
''Bls'' represents the basic model of broad learning. ''Bls+ enhancement'' means adding enhancement nodes in the basic model of broad learning. ''Bls+input'' means adding new input data in the basic broad learning model. Other models of broad learning have similar interpretations. ''Ori'' represents the original broad learning model, ''Imp'' represents the improved broad learning model.
The experimental results show that the results of the improved models are better than those of the original models in most situations. Through specific analysis, we can find that:
(1) We can see from Fig. 4 that after the model is improved, the variation of the root-mean-square errors of the improved models is smaller than the variation of the root-mean-square errors of the original models with the change of the ridge parameter K . This shows that the improved model reduces the sensitivity of the model to the parameters and improves the robustness of the model; VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Average running time of the original broad learning model and the improved broad learning model using different ridge parameters when P = 0.5.
(2) From Fig. 4 , we can also find that the effect of predicting the purchase value is always better than the effect of predicting the redemption value. This is because the redemption value of Yu Ebao is more uncertain than the purchase value and is affected by more external factors; (3) The data in Table 1 show that the results of the improved models are always better than the results of the original models. It shows that the model of broad learning based on enhanced features learning does play an important role in eliminating the redundancy information of features and improving the representative ability of features; (4) We can find from Table 2 that the change of the rootmean-square errors of the improved models generally shows a trend of decreasing first and then increasing with the increase of P, and the best value is obtained near P = 0.5. This shows that the improved broad learning model of P = 0.5 is suitable to predict the inflow and outflow of funds.
However, after the hidden layer is added to the broad learning model, there is no doubt that more computational resources will be consumed, and the complexity of time and space will be increased. In order to evaluate whether the added complexity of this improved model is worthwhile, this paper recorded the average running time of the original models and the improved models when K is changed on the same computer. The results are shown in Fig. 5 .
We can see from Fig. 5 and Table 1 , after a layer is added to the models, although the running time of the models was increased, the running time of all models was only increased by less than 0.05s. And in the case of a slight increase in time, the root-mean-square errors are reduced a lot. Especially in the ''Bls+mapping'' model, the root-mean-square error of the improved model was reduced by 0.0117 when the time was only increased by about 0.01s. And in the ''Bls+input'' model, the root-mean-square error of the improved model was reduced by 0.0085 when the running time was increased by less than 0.01s. This shows that although the complexity of the model will be increased after the layer is added to the broad learning model, the performance of the model will be improved when the increased cost is not much. Therefore, the increased cost is acceptable.
In order to further discuss the influence of increasing the number of hidden layers on the model in the improved broad learning model, we increased the number of hidden layers in turn to observe the results. After the number of hidden layers is increased, the root-mean-square error of the model and the running time of the model are shown in Table 3 and Table 4 , where K = 0.005 and P = 0.5.
By observing Table 2 and Table 3 , we can find: For the ''Bls'' model, when the number of hidden layers is increased to two layers and three layers, the root-mean-square errors are reduced. However, when the number of hidden layers is increased to four layers, the root-mean-square error of the model increases, even higher than the error when only one hidden layer is added in the model; For the ''Bls+ enhancement'' model, when the number of hidden layers is increased to two layers, the root-mean-square error is reduced. When the number of hidden layers is increased to three layers, the root-mean-square error is almost unchanged. But when the number of hidden layers is increased to four layers, the root-mean-square error of the model increases; For the ''Bls+mapping'' model, when the number of hidden layers is increased to two layers, the root-mean-square error of the model increases. When the number of hidden layers is increased to three layers, the root-meansquare error of the model is reduced. When the number of hidden layers is increased to three layers, the rootmean-square error of the model increases again; For the ''Bls+mapping+enhancement'' model, when the number of hidden layers is increased to four layers in turn, the root-mean-square error is decreasing all the time; For the ''Bls+input'' model, when the number of hidden layers is increased to two layers, the root-mean-square error is reduced. When the number of hidden layers is increased to three and four layers, the root-mean-square errors increase.
From these results, we can find that when a small number of hidden layers are added to the broad learning model, the performance of the model will increase. However, when the number of hidden layers is increased to a certain amount, the performance of the model will be degraded. This proves that small samples can not be applied to deep network structure.
From Table 4 , we can see that in most broad learning models, with each hidden layer added, the running time of the model increases by less than one second. So when we try to use the broad learning model, we can choose the number of hidden layers added to the model based on the number of samples and the resources of the computer.
Finally, this paper also made 4 comparative experiments, namely, SVR, GBDT, BPNN and LSTM, the results are shown in Table 5 .
From Table 5 , we can find that for this regression experiment, both performance and run time, the results of the comparative models are far less than the results of the original broad learning model and the improved broad learning model. This shows that the broad learning model has great advantages in dealing with the problem of small samples.
B. CLASSIFICATION
This paper also verified the classification effect of the improved broad learning model by experiment of classifying the quality of wine. Experimental data were taken from the UCI database provided by Professor Cortez of the University of Minho, Portugal [24] , and the wine is shown in Fig. 6 . In this paper, the data of red wine were used to VOLUME 7, 2019 do the experiment. The data contain 1599 samples, each of which has 11 attribute values and a variable indicator of wine grade. This wine grade has 6 levels, from level 3 to level 8.
1) DATA PREPROCESSIN
For the convenience of research, these six levels are re-divided. Level 3, 4 are classified as low, level 5, 6 are classified as medium, and level 7 and 8 are classified as high, and the three classes were represented by 0, 1, and 2, respectively.
2) EXPERIMENT AND RESULT ANALYSIS
We took 70% of the data as training set and 30% of the data as testing set. Like the experiment of regression, Fig. 7 shows the accuracy of classifying the quality of wine using different ridge parameters (0.001 to 0.01), where P = 0.5. And the average accuracy is shown in Table 6 , the average running time is shown in Fig. 8 . At the same time, the accuracy of the improved models after changing P is recorded in Table 7 , where K = 0.005.
By analyzing the results of these experiments, we can conclude that:
(1) From Fig. 7 , we can see that the experimental results of the improved broad learning models change little with the change of the ridge parameter K . Similarly, we can see in Table 4 that as the ratio P changes, the experimental results of the improved models change little too. It shows that the improved models are insensitive to the change of parameter K and P, so the improved broad learning models have strong robustness.
(2) First, we compared the results of the original models with the results of the improved models in Fig. 7 , and then looked at the average results of the original models and the improved models in Table 6 . We can find that the classification accuracy of the improved models is always better than that of the corresponding original models, whether it is a comparison of individual accuracy or a comparison of average accuracy. This shows that the performance of the model can be improved by adding layers to the broad learning model.
(3) By carefully observing Fig. 8 and Table 6 , we can see that in the experiment of classifying wine, after the original broad learning models are improved, the running time is only increased by less than 0.01s, but the results of the models are improved. In particular, the classification accuracy of the ''Bls '' model is improved by 1.46%, and the classification accuracy of the ''Bls+mapping+enhancement'' model is improved by 1.50%. The result shows that the complexity of the model is inevitably increased by adding layers in the broad learning model, but the benefits are greater than the cost.
However, it is not feasible to judge the quality of the classifier only from the accuracy, because in the experiment of this classification, the distribution of classes is not uniform, so that the output of the classifier is not robust [25] , [26] . In this case, the AUC (area under the curve) of the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curve can replace the accuracy and perfectly handle the problem of uneven distribution of the samples, and finally obtain a robust result [27] - [30] . Therefore, this paper considers using AUC to further measure the quality of the classifier.
The ROC curve and AUC of the original broad learning models and the improved broad learning models are shown in Fig. 9 .
We can clearly see from Fig. 9 that after each original broad learning model is improved, the ROC curve moves slightly to the upper left, so the AUC is improved to varying degrees, which shows that the performance of the improved broad learning models is improved compared with the original broad learning models.
Similarly, we tried to increase the number of hidden layers to observe the results, where K = 0.005 and P = 0.5. The results are shown in Table 8 .
By carefully observing Table 6 , Table 8 and Fig. 9 , we can find that: For the ''Bls'' model, when the number of hidden layers is increased to four layers in turn, the accuracy and AUC are increasing; For the ''Bls+enhancement'' model, when the number of hidden layers is increased to two layers, the accuracy and AUC are increased. But when the number of hidden layers is increased to three layers and four layers, the accuracy and AUC are reduced; For the ''Bls+mapping'' model, when the number of hidden layers is increased to three layers in turn, the accuracy and AUC are increasing. But when the number of hidden layers is increased to four layers, the accuracy and AUC are reduced; For the ''Bls+mapping+enhancement'' model, its performance is the same as that of the ''Bls+mapping'' model; For the ''Bls+input'' model, when the number of hidden layers is increased to 4 layers in turn, both the accuracy and AUC are decreasing. Of course, as the number of hidden layers increases, the running time of the model is also increasing.
It proves once again that for small sample learning, the performance of the model can be improved by adding a small number of hidden layers to the broad learning model. It also proves that small samples are not suitable for learning in deep network models.
Finally, we also made 4 comparative experiments, namely, KNN, RandomForest, SVM and BPNN, the results are shown in Table 9 .
From Table 9 , we can see that in the four comparative experiments, the RandomForest model works best in terms of accuracy, but its AUC is the worst. It shows that the random forest model is not robust in this classification experiment. In the other three comparative experiments, BPNN model works best in terms of in terms of accuracy and AUC, but its running time is the longest. Therefore, in terms of comprehensive performance, the results of these four comparative experiments are not as good as the results of the improved broad learning model. In summary, from the perspective of accuracy and AUC, it is proved that after adding a small number of hidden layers to the broad learning model, although the complexity of the model is increased, the features extracted from the model are more in line with the characteristics of input data. As a result, the performance of the classifier is improved. Therefore, this method of improving the broad learning model is worthy of further research and application.
V. CONCLUSION
In order to improve the ability to express features, an improved broad learning model based on enhanced features learning is proposed in this paper. This method is to add a hidden layer on the enhancement nodes of the broad learning model and learn the enhanced features again. This paper proved from the perspective of regression and classification: (1) The effect of broad learning model based on enhanced features learning is indeed better than the effect of broad learning model. It is proved that the improved broad learning model can learn the features of the input data more fully than the original broad learning model, so the improved model can improve the ability to express features; (2) This improved broad learning model can effectively solve two problems of small samples whose dimensions are not very high, that is, the small samples cannot be applied to deep learning model, and the small samples cannot fully learn the features of data in the broad learning model; (3) Although the complexity of the model will be increased after adding layers in the broad learning model, the improved broad model can greatly improve the performance of the model at a small cost, so the increased cost can be accepted; (4) After the original broad learning model is improved, the sensitivity of the model to the parameters is reduced, and the robustness of the model is improved. However, in this improved model, we only learned the enhanced features once, and did not study these enhanced features in depth, nor did we learn the mapped features. So the next step is to deepen the learning of enhanced features and mapped features based on the performance of the model and the complexity of the model, so as to further improve the ability to learn features. 
